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Abstract. Problem definition: Traffic congestion is a serious global issue. A potential solu-
tion, which requires zero investment in infrastructure, is to convince solo car users to car-
pool. Academic/practical relevance: In this paper, we leverage the Waze Carpool service
and run the largest ever digital field experiment to nudge commuters to carpool.Methodol-
ogy: Our field experiment involves more than half a million users across four U.S. states be-
tween June 10 and July 3, 2019. We identify users who can save a significant commute time
by carpooling through the use of a high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane, users who can still
use an HOV lane but have a low time saving, and users who do not have access to an HOV
lane on their commute.We send them in-app notifications with different framings: mention-
ing the HOV lane, highlighting the time saving, emphasizing the monetary welcome bonus
(for users who do not have access to an HOV lane), and a generic carpool invitation.
Results: We find a strong relationship between the affinity to carpool and the potential time
saving through an HOV lane.Managerial implications: Specifically, we estimate that men-
tioning the HOV lane increases the click-through rate (i.e., proportion of users who clicked
on the button inviting them to try the carpool service) and the onboarding rate (i.e., propor-
tion of users who signed up and created an account with the carpool service) by
133%–185% and 64%–141%, respectively, relative to a generic invitation. We conclude by
discussing the implications of our findings for carpool platforms and public policy.

History: Finalist—2020M&SOMPractice-Based Research Competition.
Supplemental Material: The online appendix is available at https://doi.org/10.1287/msom.2021.1033.
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1. Introduction
Most governments are devoting considerable efforts
to alleviate traffic congestion. A study by INRIX con-
veys that Americans lost an average of 97 hours a year
due to congestion, costing them nearly $87 billion in
2018, an average of $1,348 per driver.1 Thus, it is not
surprising that governments allocate substantial in-
vestments to reduce traffic congestion. Common poli-
cies (beyond expensive investments in infrastructures)
include congestion pricing, restricted days, and high-
occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, just to name a few.
An alternative solution is to simply encourage solo car
users to carpool.

According to data from the U.S. Census Bureau, the
vast majority of Americans go to work by driving alone
in their car. Over three-quarters (76.3%) choose to com-
mute this way, with nearly identical numbers for men
and women (this figure has been steady in 2015–2017).
This translates into 116 million vehicles transporting
exactly one person each. This research is in collabo-
ration with Waze, the free community-driven global

positioning system (GPS) navigation software app
owned by Google. According to Waze data, close to
two-thirds of drivers have at least one other regular
Waze driver with a perfectly matching commute: that
is, driving around the same time from the same origin
to the same destination, within less than 500-meters
radium—this is mind blowing.

What can persuade commuters to carpool and help
reduce traffic congestion? In this paper, we study this
question by testing several persuasion factors on a
sample of 537,370 U.S. commuters. Specifically, we in-
vestigate to what extent highlighting the HOV lane
and the resulting reduction in commute time is an ef-
fective incentive.

1.1. Setting and Research Questions
Waze launched a service to help users find matches
for carpooling.2 Initially centered on casual carpool re-
quests from riders to Waze drivers with similar routes,
the product rapidly shifted to focus on the commute
use case, with an emphasis on planning a weekly
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schedule. Users can register as drivers or riders (or
both) and are matched to other users with similar com-
muting patterns. Subsequently, users can send offers to
each other to share a ride. Thus, drivers can accept in-
coming requests but also invite other users with similar
routes to join their carpools. The platform takes care of
trade-offs between rider walking and driver detour,
handles pricing and payments, and proposes optimized
pickup and drop-off locations.

Changing commuters’ habits is not easy, but if done
at scale, it can have a considerable impact in reducing
congestion and pollution. As of October 2018, Waze
has access to more than 110 million drivers globally,
including more than 30 million in the United States.3

The number of Waze drivers is abundant enough to
provide the density and liquidity necessary for a sig-
nificant fraction of drivers to leave their car at home—
but how can one efficiently convince users to revamp
their daily commute? For users who regularly use
their car for commuting, it seems very challenging to
convince them to start carpooling (i.e., by either open-
ing their car to a stranger or by leaving their car at
home and hopping in to someone else’s car). Interest-
ingly, however, Waze data show that after a driver
does share a ride for the first time, retention (i.e., car-
pooling again) is high. Cracking the motivations and
factors that will lead a driver to make the first step is
thus critical.

The Waze Carpool platform is the ideal medium to
study how different types of incentives can successful-
ly convince commuters to carpool. For instance, inter-
nal econometric models show the extent to which
drivers prefer matches that are precisely on route or
involve a higher shared mileage and thus, higher cost
savings. Overall, motivations can be financial, social,
or related to reducing commute time: for instance, by
using an HOV lane (more details on HOV lanes are
discussed later in this paper).

In this paper, we consider two types of incentives:
highlighting time saving and monetary compensation
($10 welcome bonus). We identify three types of users:
(i) users who can save a significant commute time by
carpooling through the use of an HOV lane, (ii) users
who can still use the HOV lane but have a low time
saving, and (iii) users who do not have access to an
HOV lane on their commute. For each user, we lever-
age Waze data and algorithms to carefully estimate
the potential time saving had this user used the HOV
lane for his or her commute (see more details in Sec-
tion 3.2). Our experimental population comprises
537,370 users across four U.S. states (we explain in
greater detail how we select these users in Section 4).
We then apply the following set of interventions.

• For commuters with a high time saving—who
could save 6–40 minutes if they would carpool and use

the HOV lane—we randomly split them into four con-
ditions. Each condition involves sending the user an
in-app notification with an invitation to try the carpool
service. Specifically, we use the following four fram-
ings: (A) mentioning the HOV lane and the potential
(high) time saving, (B) mentioning the HOV lane, (C)
using a generic carpool invitation, and (D) not sending
anything.

• For commuters with a low time saving (i.e., users
who could save two to five minutes if they would car-
pool and use the HOV lane), we randomly split them
into the same four conditions.

• For commuters who do not have access to an HOV
lane on their commute, we randomly split them into
three conditions: (A) mentioning the monetary incen-
tive (receiving a $10 welcome bonus to try the carpool
service), (B) using a generic invitation, and (C) not
sending anything.

We note that our large-scale field experiment should
be seen as three field experiments (one for each type of
users), which are run in parallel. Consequently, our
goal is not to directly compare the results across dif-
ferent types of users but instead, to provide a com-
prehensive study that encompasses several types of
commuters.

Using the data from our field experiment, we aim to
answer the following research questions.

1. What are the most successful framings to convince
different types of commuters to carpool?

2. Is highlighting the time saving (for users who can
save commute time by using an HOV lane) a successful
persuasion factor? If yes, what is the impact on carpool
intent and adoption?

3. For users who cannot save time by carpooling and
use the HOV lane, is highlighting the monetary wel-
come bonus effective?

Ultimately, we aim to understand what the success-
ful triggers are that can persuade different types of
commuters to join the carpool platform.

1.2. Summary of Results
We conduct several analysis of variance (ANOVA)
tests and regression analyses to estimate the impact of
our field experiment. We capture users’ carpool intent
using two metrics, click-through rate (CTR) and on-
boarding rate (OBR), which are formally defined in
Section 4.4. We next summarize our findings.

1.2.1. Mentioning the HOV Lane Is the Most Success-
ful Framing. We consistently observe that highlight-
ing the fact that commuters can use the HOV lane is
effective. It increases carpool intent (measured by
CTR and OBR) by 64%–185% relative to sending a ge-
neric carpool invitation. This result holds for users
with both high and low time savings. This effect is
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further amplified for users with a longer commute
distance or a higher time saving.

1.2.2. Mentioning the HOV Lane Is Enough. Highlight-
ing both the HOV lane and the potential time saving
does not yield an additional marginal impact relative
to only mentioning the HOV lane. One possible con-
clusion is that mentioning the HOV lane is enough, so
that users can directly translate this information into
saving commute time. This result holds for users with
both high and low time savings.

1.2.3. Quantifying the Economic Impact of Various
Factors. Using our preexperiment data, we quantify
the economic significance of several factors. For exam-
ple, we find that an additional 10 minutes in average
time saving boosts the carpool intent (captured by
OBR) by 18%. We also observe that a fixed commute
schedule (captured by a small standard deviation of
the leave time) leads to a higher carpool intent. Using
our experiment data, we find that users with a higher
time saving are more receptive to the carpool offer in
terms of CTR and OBR. Interestingly, this occurs
for framings A and B (in which the HOV lane is
highlighted) but not for framing C (generic carpool in-
vitation). Thus, both the type of user and the framing
of the intervention play important roles in incentiviz-
ing commuters to carpool.

1.2.4. Importance of Highlighting the Benefit of
Carpooling to Targeted Users. Our results suggest
that users with a high carpool utility (i.e., high time
saving) are more receptive to the carpool service (i.e.,
higher CTR and OBR)—but only when the benefit of
carpooling (in our case, saving time via the HOV lane)
is explicitly mentioned in the notification. Thus, tar-
geting high-intent users is effective only when the
benefit is explicitly highlighted.

1.2.5. Mentioning the Monetary Incentive Is Not
Effective. Highlighting the $10 welcome bonus to
non-HOV users does not increase their response (CTR
and OBR) to the carpool offer relative to a generic in-
vitation. This finding suggests that highlighting the
monetary bonus is not enough to nudge commuters
to carpool (we will discuss the limitations of this re-
sult in Section 5).

1.2.6. Boosting Carpool Intent but Not Carpool Adop-
tion. We find that our interventions substantially
boost carpool intent but do not affect carpool adop-
tion. Consequently, in order to stimulate carpool
adoption, additional targeted follow-up interventions
are needed.

2. Literature Review
This paper is related to several research streamlines,
including field experiments in online platforms, be-
havioral nudging (e.g., mobile app adoption), and car-
pooling as a means of reducing congestion.

2.1. Field Experiments in Online Platforms
In recent years, it has become common practice for on-
line platforms to routinely run A/B tests to generate
high-quality data and learn users’ preferences. Compa-
nies like Microsoft, Amazon, Booking.com, Facebook,
and Google each conduct more than 10,000 online
controlled experiments annually, with many tests en-
gaging millions of users (Kohavi and Thomke 2017).
Several researchers have recently used field experi-
ments to compare different interventions targeted to
online platforms’ users. For example, in the context of
ride-sharing, Cohen et al. (2021) examine the results of
a field experiment that sent promotions to users who
experienced a poor quality of service. In the context of
commuting, Jachimowicz et al. (2021) use the data
from three field studies and find that lengthy com-
mutes are more aversive for employees with lower
trait self-control. The authors conclude that the com-
mute to work can be beneficial when seen as an oppor-
tunity to transition into one’s work role. Singh et al.
(2017) conduct field experiments to compare charity-
linked promotions to discount-based promotions in
the context of an online taxi-booking platform. To our
knowledge, our paper provides the first digital large-
scale field experiment with the goal of convincing
commuters to carpool.

2.2. Behavioral Nudging
A common lever to incentivize people to take specific
actions is the use of nudges: that is, altering the envi-
ronment to favor the desired outcome (see, e.g., Thaler
and Sunstein 2009, Halpern 2015). Nudges are typical-
ly easy and inexpensive to implement. Governments
and public agencies have leveraged behavioral nudg-
ing to address several policy problems, such as in-
creasing retirement savings, college enrollment, energy
conservation, and adult influenza vaccinations (see
Benartzi et al. 2017 and the references therein). In the
context of transportation, Choudhary et al. (2021) use
telematics technology (i.e., sensors in mobile devices)
to nudge drivers to drive safely. More generally, sever-
al papers use behavioral nudging for mobile app
adoption. For example, Ghose et al. (2019) collaborate
with a large telecom provider to examine how contex-
tual targeting via a public transit app affects user
redemptions of coupons. Sun et al. (2019) use a field
experiment to investigate the impact of offering incen-
tives or information on customers’ mobile app adop-
tion and purchase behavior. To our knowledge, in the
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context of stimulating commuters to carpool (and
hence, reduce traffic congestion), no large nudging
strategy was ever deployed. Waze has the unique abil-
ity to nudge commuters to alter their driving habits for
the better. Waze’s ability to nudge commuters does
not incur a significant cost (it is nearly free) and can be
carefully designed by selecting the appropriate nudg-
ing action for the right set of users. In this paper, we
test several nudging strategies on users who can save
commute time by carpooling and using an HOV lane.
Our results lead to important behavioral insights that
may help reduce traffic congestion and at the same
time, help commuters make better commuting choices.

2.3. Carpooling
There is a vast literature on carpooling—a comprehen-
sive review is beyond the scope of this paper. One of
the first empirical papers on this topic is Teal (1987).
The author uses data from the 1977–1978 Nationwide
Personal Transportation Survey to study the charac-
teristics of carpoolers and to offer explanations on
why commuters carpool. Ferguson (1997) uses data
from the same survey between 1970 and 1990 to ex-
plain the carpooling decline in America. The decline is
attributed to several factors, such as increasing house-
hold vehicle availability, falling fuel costs, and higher
educational attainments among commuters. More re-
cently, Shaheen et al. (2016) examine the motivations
and characteristics of casual carpoolers in the San
Francisco Bay area by conducting interviews and sur-
veys (with a total of 519 respondents). As expected,
casual carpoolers’ motivations include convenience,
time savings, and financial savings. The recent work
by Ostrovsky and Schwarz (2019) studies the comple-
mentary nature of carpooling and self-driving cars, fo-
cusing on market equilibrium. The authors claim that
congestion pricing will play an essential role in boost-
ing the adoption of self-driving cars and carpooling.

Closer to our paper, there is an extensive literature
on carpooling in the context of congestion pricing and
HOV lanes (see, e.g., Giuliano et al. 1990, Yang and
Huang 1999, Konishi and Mun 2010). These studies in-
vestigate the extent to which policies such as HOV
lanes are effective in terms of increasing carpooling.
Giuliano et al. (1990) compare data from the Route 55
HOV in California with a control group of freeway
commuters. The authors show that only the carpool-
ing rate for peak-hours commuters has increased. The
authors also conclude that travel time savings must be
high to attract new carpoolers, which is one of the mo-
tivations of our paper. Yang and Huang (1999) pro-
pose a theoretical model for carpooling behavior and
optimal congestion pricing in a multilane highway.
They show that in the absence of HOV lanes, a uni-
form toll for all vehicles (independent of the number
of occupants) should be charged. With HOV lanes,

however, the optimal strategy requires differentiating
the toll per vehicle across segregated lanes. Finally,
Small et al. (2006) and Konishi and Mun (2010) study
the trade-off between HOV and HOT (high-occupan-
cy toll) lanes. Small et al. (2006) empirically analyze
the behavior of motorists traveling on California State
Route 91 and show the importance of considering cus-
tomer heterogeneity. Konishi and Mun (2010) develop
a model to examine under which conditions introduc-
ing HOV lanes is socially beneficial and whether con-
verting HOV lanes to HOT lanes improves road
efficiency.

Another related line of research is the efficacy of in-
centives to increase carpooling. Vanoutrive et al.
(2012) analyze the popularity and determinants of car-
pooling in Belgium in the context of the workplace.
The authors observe higher levels of carpooling at less
accessible locations and in sectors such as construc-
tion, manufacturing, and transport. More recently,
Neoh et al. (2017) synthesize 22 existing empirical
studies (with over 79,000 observations) to create a re-
view of the carpooling literature. Their analysis identi-
fies 24 carpooling factors, including the number of
employees, partner-matching programs, gender, and
a fixed work schedule. Although there is an extensive
literature on incentives and motivations for carpool-
ing, our study is the first large-scale field experiment
(with more than half a million users). The scale of our
data allows us to sharpen our current understanding
on carpooling and ultimately, inform policy making.

2.4. Structure of Paper
Section 3 discusses the data and setting considered in
this paper. Section 4 outlines our experimental design.
Section 5 presents our various econometric results. Fi-
nally, Section 6 reports our conclusions and discusses
the practical implications of our findings.

3. Data and Setting
As mentioned, this paper is in the context of the Waze
Carpool service. Having access to more than 110 mil-
lion users, Waze is seeking to persuade drivers who
use its service (called Wazers) to become carpoolers.
We call the Waze drivers who have installed the Waze
Carpool app onboarded drivers. This means that these
drivers have signed up for the carpool service by en-
tering their home and work addresses as well as their
preferred commute times.

3.1. Population of Users
Our goal is to investigate which factors can entice
Wazers to become carpoolers. We first use a large his-
torical data set to examine several correlations be-
tween onboarding to the carpool service and drivers’
attributes. In the context of this paper, we are
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interested in drivers who have an HOV lane on their
daily commute.

We consider a random sample of U.S. Wazers who
live in an area with an HOV lane. Specifically, we fo-
cus on four U.S. states that have a high HOV occupan-
cy: California (CA), Georgia (GA), Massachusetts
(MA), and Washington (WA). The list of HOVs under
consideration can be found in the online appendix.
We restrict our attention to representative Wazers
who are active commuters. To this end, we focus on a
random sample of users who completed at least 10
navigations4 in the last 30 days and at least two navi-
gations with a similar origin and destination (e.g.,
home and work locations or the most common navi-
gation) on weekday morning hours (from 6 a.m. to 12
p.m.). This allows us to focus on the times when the
HOV lane restriction is relevant. We also restrict our
sample to users who have a commute distance be-
tween 5 and 100 kilometers and a duration between 5
and 100 minutes to avoid unrepresentative outliers.
For each user, we use the data from all morning week-
day navigations in the last 30 days to compute three
key variables.

1. Average leave time. For each navigation, we re-
cord the time at which the user left the origin location
(i.e., the time when the user started his or her com-
mute) and compute the average. We then transform
the time information to a continuous number. For ex-
ample, if the user left the origin location on average at
7:45 a.m., the average leave time will be 7.75.

2. Standard deviation of leave time. Similarly, we
compute the standard deviation of the leave time (in
hours) by using all the morning weekday navigations
in the last 30 days.

3. Average time saving. For each navigation, we le-
verage the Waze data and algorithms to compute the
estimated travel duration both with and without the
HOV lane (assuming that there is an HOV lane on
the route). Because this is the most important variable
in the context of this paper, we next explain how is it
calculated in more detail.

3.2. Time-Saving Computation
First, Waze needs to identify the geolocation of the
HOV lanes. This is done by relying on two ap-
proaches. (1) It relies on a large community of map ed-
itors who voluntarily keep the data of the maps fresh
and up to date. Many of the HOV lanes, their exact lo-
cations, and the hourly constraints related to the HOV
restriction are all marked by map editors. (2) For some
regions, Waze relies on unsupervised learning meth-
ods to identify whether there are two distinct speeds
on the same segment at the same time (using a statisti-
cal test on the histogram of the speed values). In this
context, a segment is defined as a small portion of a
specific road or highway. Because Waze has data

from a large number of users, the speed values can
easily be analyzed for each segment and each time
window. After Waze identifies a segment with two
distinct speed values, it provides evidence about the
presence of an HOV lane. Note that Waze estimates
speed values using a combination of proprietary un-
supervised and supervised methods.

Second, Waze needs to compute the potential time
saving for each user on the HOV lanes examined in
this paper. Whenever a user navigates with Waze, the
app automatically computes for the requested route
both the ETA (estimated time of arrival) if the user
will use the HOV lane and the ETA if the user will use
the regular lane. In Figure 1, we illustrate this point
for a user who requested a route from San Jose, CA to
Mountain View, CA at 10 a.m. on a specific day.5 For
this request, the Waze app displays three possible
routes (two without an HOV lane and one with an
HOV lane). In this example, the user can save nine
minutes by using the HOV lane (i.e., time saving � 9
minutes). We define the time saving per user as the
average difference between the time that the app com-
puted if the user was to reach its destination by using
the HOV lane minus the time computed if the user
was to reach its destination without using the HOV
lane (the difference is calculated based on the exact
same origin and destination for the two alternatives at
the same time of departure). To calculate the average
of these differences for each user, we relied only on
the commute times (i.e., navigations that took place
between 6 a.m. and 12 p.m. on weekdays). It is worth
mentioning that Waze data and algorithms offer a
unique opportunity to compute the HOV time-saving
metric at scale.

Depending on the value of the average time saving,
we split the users into three categories.

1. Users with a positive time saving. These users can
potentially save time by using the HOV lane. They cur-
rently cannot use it given that they are solo commuters,
but if they would carpool by riding with a passenger,
they may shorten their commute time.

2. Users with a negative time saving. These users
cannot save time by using the HOV lane. For example,
the fastest route from home to work does not include
an HOV lane, so taking the itinerary with the HOV
lane will take longer (e.g., by incurring a detour).

3. Users who do not have access to an HOV lane in
their commute. These users live in a market where
there is at least one HOV lane in their neighborhood,
but the HOV lane is not located on their daily com-
mute (and hence, not displayed as one of the route
options).

As mentioned, in Figure 1, we query the Waze app
for a navigation from San Jose to Mountain View at 10
a.m. The system suggests three possible routes (see
the top left of Figure 1). The optimal route has an ETA
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of 30 minutes. The third route suggests using the
HOV lane (on US-101 N) for an ETA of 21 minutes.
Thus, the estimated time saving in this example is
nine minutes.

We eliminate users with a time saving lower than
−40 and higher than 40 minutes to avoid outliers
(these users represent a negligible fraction of our sam-
ple). Ultimately, we use a random sample with
806,790 users. The average time-saving distribution
for these users is shown in Figure 2. We also report
the time-saving distribution for each market (i.e.,
state) and each one-hour leave time window (i.e., the
average time at which users start their commute) in
the online appendix. As we can see, the time-saving
distribution is centered around zero, so that users are
split into the ones who can save commute time by

using the HOV lane and the ones who cannot. The on-
line appendix shows that as the morning progresses,
the variance in time saving decreases.

To further visualize the variation in time saving as a
function of the leave time, we plot for each one-hour
interval the proportion of users who save on average
more than two minutes, between two minutes and mi-
nus two minutes, and less than minus two minutes
(see Figure 3). During the early morning commute
hours (i.e., peak times), more than 35% of users with
an HOV lane on their route have a meaningful time
saving by taking the HOV lane. This percentage then
linearly declines with time until 11 a.m. We note that
the percentage of users with a positive time saving
is underestimated because of the fact that users are
likely to optimize their commute based on traffic

Figure 1. (Color online) Example of Time Saving by Using the HOV Lane (Date Accessed: July 23, 2019)

Figure 2. (Color online) Time-Saving Distribution Figure 3. (Color online) Time-Saving Evolution with Time
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conditions (e.g., they commute later or earlier than
they would like to avoid traffic).

3.3. Preexperiment Analysis
We next investigate to what extent the likelihood of
onboarding to the carpool service correlates with the
time saving. We start by plotting the OBR (that is, the
ratio between onboarded drivers and the total number
of drivers) as a function of the average time saving
(see Figure 4).6 We find that the OBR increases with
the average time saving. This suggests that users with
a higher time saving are more likely to be interested
in the carpool service. More specifically, users with a
time saving of at least 10 minutes are twice as likely to
have onboarded relative to users with a negative (or
close to zero) time saving. We then compare the aver-
age time saving for onboarded and non-onboarded
drivers: t statistic � −18.8 with a p-value (much) less
than 1%.

Finally, to account for additional covariates that
may affect the individual decision maker to carpool,
we estimate six regression specifications. We consider
two types of models.

1. A linear probability ordinary least square model

Yi � αXi + εi, (1)

where i corresponds to the user and Yi is an indicator
variable that captures whether user i has onboarded.
The independent variables Xi include the device type
(Android versus iOS), the market (CA, GA, MA, WA),
the average distance of the commute in kilometers
(from origin to destination) in the last 30 days, the av-
erage leave time (i.e., the average time at which the
user started the morning commute), the number of
days since the user joined the Waze app, and the num-
ber of times the user used the Waze app during the
last 30 days (called number of sessions). Finally, εi is a
stochastic independent and identically distributed

(i.i.d.) Gaussian term, and α is the estimated vector of
coefficients associated with the independent variables.

2. A logit probability model

logit(Yi) ~ f (Xi;α), (2)

where the link function f (·) is logit.
The estimated coefficients of Equations (1) and (2)

are reported in Table 1.7 Note that we only consider
users with a positive or negative time saving and re-
move the ones who do not have access to an HOV
lane on their commute—so that we remain with
574,559 observations. In the first two columns, we con-
trol for the independent variables mentioned. In the
third and fourth columns, we also include the stan-
dard deviation of the leave time. This variable aims to
capture the flexibility in the commute time. In the last
two columns, we use the range (i.e., maximum minus
minimum) of the leave time instead of the standard
deviation (users with a single observation are as-
signed a standard deviation and a range equal to
zero).

The results of Table 1 suggest the following.
• The average distance and number of sessions are

positively correlated with OBR. This validates the intui-
tion that commuters who are more active or have a lon-
ger commute distance are more likely to be interested
in the carpool service.

• Commuters from CA and WA have a significantly
higher OBR relative to users from GA and MA. Using
the estimates from the first column of Table 1 together
with the average values of the control variables, we
find that commuters from CA and WA have an OBR
that is 30% higher relative to GA users. This supports
the fact that carpooling is a more widespread practice
on the West Coast, where several HOV lanes can be
found, and commuters typically have a longer com-
mute that cannot easily be completed using public
transportation.

• More importantly, our estimates confirm that the
average time saving is positively correlated with OBR,
hence validating our intuition that users who can save
more time by using the HOV lane are more interested
in the carpool service. More precisely, our estimates
suggest that an additional 10 minutes in time saving
boosts the OBR by 18% (again, using the estimates
from the first column of Table 1 with the average val-
ues of the control variables).

• Finally, we find that the standard deviation of the
leave time has a negative effect on OBR. This is an in-
teresting finding as one could have posited two oppo-
site hypotheses. (1) A high standard deviation in leave
time means more variation in the starting work hour
(e.g., unpredictable meeting times), so that such users
are less likely to carpool. (2) A high standard devia-
tion in leave time can translate into more flexibility in
work hours, so that such users are more likely to

Figure 4. (Color online) Onboarding Rate (Normalized) as a
Function of Time Saving
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carpool. The results in Table 1 are in favor of the first
hypothesis.

All our statistical tests strongly support that a high
time saving is positively correlated with the carpool
intent (captured by the OBR). This observation moti-
vates us to further study the relationship between car-
pool intent and time saving and to examine whether it
is causal. The Waze platform offers a great opportunity
to run randomized controlled experiments, as we dis-
cuss next.

3.4. Experiment Data
Following the process outlined in Section 3.3, we con-
sider users across four U.S. states: CA, GA, MA, and
WA. We further focus on users who either have a
positive time saving or no access to an HOV lane (i.e.,
we remove the users with a negative time saving). We
also remove all users who already onboarded to
the Waze Carpool service. Finally, we carefully ensure
that the users in our field experiment are not part of

another experiment run concurrently. We remain with
a sample of 537,370 users. We call this set of users our
experimental population.

4. Experimental Design
As discussed, our goal is to encourage Waze users via
an app notification to try the carpool service: that is,
to sign up with the platform and ultimately complete
a carpool ride. Our experiment allows us to investi-
gate how users respond to various types of incentives
(i.e., different framings).

4.1. Experimental Population
Each user in the experimental population belongs to
one of three categories: HOV users with a high time
saving (called H users), HOV users with a low time
saving (called L users), and non-HOV users (called N
users). We consider the random sample of users men-
tioned in Section 3.4. N users are simply the ones who
do not have access to an HOV lane on their commute.

Table 1. Regression Estimates for Preexperiment Analysis (Dependent Variable: Normalized OBR)

OLS Logistic OLS Logistic OLS Logistic
Base Base With STD With STD With range With range

log(avg_distance) 0.008*** 0.27*** 0.008*** 0.288*** 0.008*** 0.286***
(0.0008) (0.034) (0.0008) (0.034) (0.0008) (0.034)

log(avg_leave_time) −0.074*** −2.77*** −0.068*** −2.494*** −0.068*** −2.508***
(0.004) (0.132) (0.004) (0.138) (0.004) (0.138)

log(days_since_joined) 0.012*** 0.504*** 0.012*** 0.496*** 0.012*** 0.498***
(0.0004) (0.02) (0.0004) (0.02) (0.0004) (0.02)

log(sessions_30d) 0.022*** 0.874*** 0.022*** 0.86*** 0.022*** 0.862***
(0.0008) (0.028) (0.0008) (0.028) (0.0008) (0.028)

avg_time_saving 0.002*** 0.038*** 0.002*** 0.036*** 0.002*** 0.036***
(0.00008) (0.02) (0.00008) (0.02) (0.00008) (0.02)

log(std_leave_time + 1) −0.006*** −0.202**
(0.002) (0.084)

is(std_leave_time_NA) −0.008*** −0.282***
(0.002) (0.046)

log(range_leave_time + 1) −0.004** −0.11**
(0.002) (0.05)

is(range_leave_time_NA) −0.008*** −0.286***
(0.002) (0.05)

GA −0.03*** −1.328*** −0.03*** −1.33*** −0.03*** −1.33***
(0.002) (0.056) (0.002) (0.056) (0.002) (0.056)

MA −0.034*** −1.498*** −0.034*** −1.472*** −0.034*** −1.474***
(0.002) (0.098) (0.002) (0.098) (0.002) (0.098)

WA 0.002 0.036 0.002 0.034 0.002 0.034
(0.002) (0.056) (0.002) (0.056) (0.002) (0.056)

Constant 0.034*** −8.448*** 0.024*** −8.808*** 0.026*** −8.774***
(0.01) (0.354) (0.01) (0.36) (0.01) (0.358)

Observations 574,559 574,559 574,559 574,559 574,559 574,559
R2 0.007 0.007 0.007
Log likelihood −70,961.090 −70,940.280 −70,940.800
Residual standard error 0.164 (df � 574,549) 0.164 (df � 574,547) 0.164 (df � 574,547)
F statistic 445.013***

(df � 9; 574,549)
367.856***

(df � 11; 574,547)
367.655***

(df � 11; 574,547)

Notes. Ordinary least squares (OLS) corresponds to Equation (1), whereas logistic corresponds to Equation (2). The first two columns are the base
models. In the third and fourth columns, we add the standard deviation of the leave time. In the fifth and sixth columns, we replace the standard
deviation with the range. STD, standard deviation (of leave time); df, degrees of freedom.

**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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Thus, all the remaining users have an HOV lane on
their commute and an average positive time saving.
We split these remaining users depending on the val-
ue of their average time saving: H users (L users) cor-
respond to the top 27th percentile (bottom 73%).8 The
numbers of each user type are reported in Table 2 (the
number of impressions will be discussed in Section
4.2).

We highlight that all the interventions used in our
field experiment were beneficial to the users because
they received an offer to try the carpool service while
highlighting different benefits of carpooling. In addi-
tion, our analyses are aggregated over hundreds of
thousands of users and are meant to be interpreted as
statistical averages.

4.2. Treatments
Our field experiment involves several treatments or
interventions. Each treatment entails sending an app
notification to the user—called an encouragement—to
advertise the carpool service. The encouragement is
“sent” programmatically to all users at the same time:
in our case, on June 10, 2019. Users will see the en-
couragement displayed on the homepage of the Waze
app the first two times they open the app during the
period that our experiment is running (June 10 to July
3). As a result, it is possible that users will see the en-
couragement at different times (we will later explicitly
control for such time effects). We then split the users
into several conditions as follows.

• Commuters with a high time saving (H users) are
split into four conditions (HA, HB, HC, HD). Specifi-
cally, we use the following four framings for the en-
couragement: (A) mentioning the HOV lane and the
potential (high) time saving, (B) mentioning the HOV
lane, (C) using a generic carpool invitation, and (D) not
sending anything. The encouragements along with the
text used in the three treated conditions are shown in
Figure 5.

• Commuters with a low time saving (L users) are
split into the same four conditions (LA, LB, LC, LD);
the exact messages are shown in the online appendix.

• Commuters without access to an HOV lane (N
users) are split into three conditions (NA, NB, NC): (A)
mentioning the monetary incentive (receiving a $10
welcome bonus to try the carpool service), (B) using a
generic carpool invitation, and (C) not sending any-
thing (the screenshots of the encouragements are
shown in the online appendix).9

Our experiment was live between June 10 and July
3, 2019: that is, a total of 24 days. During this period,
when any of the 537,370 users open the Waze app for
the first two times, they will see the encouragement
inviting them to try the carpool service. If a user was
shown the encouragement, we call it an impression.
Then, the user can either click on the “Try Waze

Carpool” button or on the exit button (see Figure 5).
The user can also ignore the encouragement. Several
reasons may lead to a driver not seeing the encourage-
ment, including cases when the driver did not open
the app during the experiment period, the driver rein-
stalled (or updated) the app, and the driver changed
mobile device. Note that by definition, users in the
control condition are not sent an encouragement and
thus, will not see an impression. Overall, around 78%
of our users saw the impression. Fortunately, this
number is constant across all conditions and user
types, as seen in Figure 6.

4.3. Balancing Groups
To ensure that our experiment is properly random-
ized (i.e., there is no selection bias between the condi-
tions for each user type), we randomly split the users
from each category (H, L, N) into the different condi-
tions. Instead of simply splitting users randomly, we
performed 1,000 random splits for each population of
users (H, L, and N separately) and selected the most
balanced split: that is, the split that yields the highest
p-values when we compare all the balancing variables
listed in Table 3. Note that for such a large number of
users, all the 1,000 random splits are nearly as good,
so that this procedure only serves as an extra safety
net. Ultimately, our goal is to have a balanced sample
with respect to the relevant variables for each category
of users. In Table 3, a session is defined as any interac-
tion between the user and the Waze app, such as ETA
check, navigation, and driving when the app is open.
A navigation with an HOV lane captures a navigation
in which at least one of the proposed itineraries has
an HOV lane.

We also trust the randomization to balance the dif-
ferent conditions for each type of users across other
relevant variables. As a sanity check, we examine the
balance with respect to the variables in Table 3 as well
as the following attributes: market (i.e., state), average
leave time, device (Android versus iOS), and percent-
age of users who saw an impression. In Figure 7, we
visualize the balancing by reporting the average num-
ber of days since joining date, number of navigations
in the last 30 days, distance driven in the last 30 days,
and (estimated) time saving across the different condi-
tions for each type of users. The plots for the other
variables can be found in the online appendix.

Table 2. Number of Users in Our Field Experiment

User type Number of users Number of impressions

H users 84,798 49,504
L users 224,518 131,778
N users 228,054 120,021
Total 537,370 301,303
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As we can see from all the figures, for each user
type, all the relevant variables are well balanced
across conditions (i.e., there are no statistically signifi-
cant differences between conditions for each user
type). Note that the different conditions are perfectly
balanced for each user type but not necessarily
balanced across different user types. This is to be ex-
pected, given that different types of users admit inher-
ent differences (e.g., HOV users may systematically
have a longer commute time relative to non-HOV
users, as confirmed by Figure 7(c)). Our regression
analyses in later sections will control for the variation
of these variables, beyond the random assignments to
treatment groups within each category of users.

Recall that N users come from similar geographical
locations as H and L users. As explained in Section 3,
we focus on users who live in an area with an HOV
lane across four U.S. states. However, because N users
are fundamentally different from H and L users, it is
natural to observe certain differences in several varia-
bles. Finally, the average time saving for H users is
significantly higher relative to L users (see Figure
7(d)), as expected. The averages are 9.6 and 2.1 mi-
nutes for H and L users, respectively (the ranges of
values are [6, 40] and [2, 5], respectively).

4.4. Performance Metrics
To measure the treatment effect, we consider two
performance metrics related to carpool intent (or af-
finity): the CTR and the OBR. The CTR is defined as
the number of users who clicked on the “Try Waze
Carpool” button from the encouragement divided

by the number of users who were shown an impres-
sion. This is a common metric often used in the con-
text of online advertising (see, e.g., Richardson et al.
2007). A higher CTR typically indicates a higher in-
tent or interest for the service. As discussed before,
the OBR is the number of users who signed up (or
onboarded) with the Waze Carpool service (by creat-
ing an account and completing their home and work
addresses) and hence, captures the conversion rate.
We consider three versions of the OBR, depending on
the normalization. (1) OBR1 is defined as the number
of onboarded users divided by the number of users
who were shown an impression, (2) OBR2 is defined
as the number of onboarded users divided by the
number of users who clicked, and (3) absolute OBR is
defined as the absolute number of onboarded users.
All three OBR metrics are normalized and expressed
in percentages relative to their maximal value. The
latter metric allows us to include users from the con-
trol condition. Indeed, users in the control condition
did not receive an encouragement by design, and
hence, the concepts of impression and click are not
relevant for such users. Our four dependent variables
are summarized in Table 4. In Section 5.4, we will
consider additional dependent variables that capture
carpool adoption (as opposed to carpool intent).

We highlight that our large-scale field experiment
should be seen as three field experiments (one for
each type of users), which are run in parallel at the
same time and in the same environment. Consequent-
ly, our goal is not to directly compare the results
across different types of users but instead, to examine

Figure 5. (Color online) Copy of the Messages Used in Our Field Experiment for HUsers

Condition A Condition B Condition C

(a) (b) (c)

Notes. (a) Condition A. (b) Condition B. (c) Condition C.
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the results for each type of user in order to provide a
comprehensive study.

5. Results
In this section, we report the results of our field exper-
iment for each condition, user type, and the perfor-
mance metrics described in Table 4. First, we show the
results of one-way ANOVA tests (see, e.g., Maxwell
and Delaney 2004). Second, we estimate several re-
gression specifications to showcase the robustness of
our results when controlling for various factors. Third,
we refine our findings by investigating potential het-
erogenous treatment effects. Finally, we conclude our
study by considering metrics that capture carpool
adoption.

5.1. Basic Results
We start by presenting one-way ANOVA tests on
each performance metric by pooling the observations
across all three types of users. The results for CTR are
reported in Figure 8 (F(7, 301, 300) � 200:3, p < 0.01).
For each figure, we include the 95% confidence inter-
val corresponding to the average value. We uncover
the following findings.

• Highlighting the fact that commuters can use the
HOV lane significantly boosts the CTR relative to a ge-
neric carpool invitation. Specifically, conditions A and
B for H users increase the CTR by 174% and 185%,

respectively, relative to a generic message. For L users,
these numbers become 139% and 133%, respectively.
These effects remain statistically significant when per-
forming a separate ANOVA test for each type of users
(H and L).

• Mentioning the HOV lane is enough in the sense
that highlighting the potential time saving does not
yield an additional marginal effect. Specifically, condi-
tions A and B are not statistically different from each
other. One possible implication is that mentioning the
HOV lane is enough, so that users can directly translate
this information into saving commute time (note that it
is still possible that the framing of the message in con-
dition B was not well executed). This result holds both
for H and L users (using either the pooled or separate
sample).

• Users with a high time saving (i.e., H users) are
more receptive to the carpool offer and hence, have a
higher CTR than L users. Interestingly, this result holds
for framings A and B (in which the HOV lane is
highlighted) but not for framing C (generic message).

• Highlighting the $10 incentive for N users (condi-
tion NA) does not increase the CTR relative to sending
a generic message (i.e., N users in A and B conditions
are not statistically different in terms of CTR). This
finding suggests that highlighting the $10 welcome bo-
nus is not enough to nudge commuters to carpool in
our experiment. However, this finding bears some limi-
tations. First, most of the compensation comes from
completing rides rather than from the welcome bonus.
Second, our treatment only considered mentioning a
few words about $10 in a small font (as opposed to a
full-screen HOV picture).

• Interestingly, users who can save time by using the
HOV lane but for whom the HOV was not mentioned
in the notification (i.e., HC and LC users) are not differ-
ent from N users (i.e., non-HOV users). However, when
the HOV is explicitly mentioned in the notification, the

Figure 6. (Color online) Average Number of Impressions Across the Different Conditions for Each User Type

Table 3. Balancing Variables in Our Field Experiment

Variable

Number of sessions in the last 30 days
Number of navigations with an HOV lane in the last 30 days
Days since joined Waze
Distance driven in the last 30 days (in kilometers)
Total navigation time in the last 30 days (in minutes)
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CTR increases significantly. This reinforces the impor-
tance of explicitly highlighting the benefit of carpool-
ing to targeted high-intent users. As a result, both
the type of user and the framing of the intervention

play important roles in incentivizing commuters to
carpool.

We next consider the OBR metrics. As discussed in
Section 4.4, we consider three variants of the OBR,

Figure 7. (Color online) Comparing Four Key Variables Among the Different Conditions for Each User Type

Number of days since joining date Number of navigations in the last 30 days

(a) (b)

Distance driven in the last 30 days (in km) Time saving by using a HOV lane (in min)

(c) (d)

Notes. (a) Number of days since joining date. (b) Number of navigations in the last 30 days. (c) Distance driven in the last 30 days (in kilometers).
(d) Time saving by using anHOV lane (in minutes).

Table 4. Our Four Dependent Variables

Dependent variable Description

CTR Users who clicked divided by users who were shown an impression
OBR1 Users who onboarded divided by users who were shown an impression
OBR2 Users who onboarded divided by users who clicked
Absolute OBR Users who onboarded
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depending on the normalization. In Figure 9(a), we
use OBR1: that is, the onboarded rate normalized by
the number of impressions. One can see that the re-
sults for OBR1 follow the same pattern as the results
for CTR and are statistically significant (F(7, 301,
300) � 15:08, p < 0.01). In Figure 9(b), we consider
OBR2 where the onboarded rate is normalized by the
number of clicks. In this case, although all the results
follow the same qualitative behavior as the two other
metrics, a few pairwise comparisons are losing their
statistical significance (the pooled sample F statistic is
still significant at the 1% level: F(7, 6, 519) � 4:228, p <
0.01). The fact that our results also hold for OBR2 sug-
gests that even after controlling for users who clicked,
the carpool intent of users in conditions A and B re-
mains higher. This allows us to mitigate the potential
concern that users may click on the banner from a lack
of understanding or to make it disappear. Finally, the
same qualitative results also hold for the absolute
OBR and are statistically significant (F(10,537,
365) � 15:42, p < 0.01). The details are omitted for
conciseness.

The results for the OBR metrics confirm the insights
that we draw for CTR. Specifically, highlighting the
fact that commuters can use the HOV lane signifi-
cantly boosts the OBR relative to a generic carpool in-
vitation. For example, conditions A and B for H users
increase OBR1 by 141% (in both cases) relative to a ge-
neric message. For L users, the effect amounts to 64%
and 93% for conditions A and B, respectively.

We next perform a difference-in-differences analy-
sis between groups to account for any potential inher-
ent differences between users who can benefit more
from the HOV lane (H users) and others (L and N
users). We consider six models to compare the follow-
ing differences: HA − HC versus LA − LC, HB − HC
versus LB − LC, HA − HC versus NB − NA, HB − HC
versus NB − NA, LA − LC versus NB − NA, and LB −

LC versus NB − NA. This analysis retrieves the same
numbers as in the ANOVA tests while providing a
few refinements. The results for CTR are reported in
Table 5 (we obtain similar qualitative results for OBR1
and absolute OBR, whereas for OBR2, we lose statisti-
cal significance for some of the coefficients). Compar-
ing the differences between groups allows us to draw
the following insights.

• The H and L coefficients are not statistically signifi-
cant. This means that the boost in CTR cannot be attrib-
uted to the fact that users have a high (or low) time
saving from using the HOV lane. It thus suggests that
there are no differences in CTR between H and L users.

• The A and B coefficients are positive and statistical-
ly significant. This confirms that the treatments used in
A and B conditions are more effective than using a ge-
neric carpool invitation. For example, users in condi-
tion A (see the first column of Table 5) have a [1+
(0:019− 0:013)=0:013] � 146% higher CTR relative to
users in condition C.

• The interaction terms H × A and H × B (in the first
two columns) are positive and statistically significant.
This confirms that the boost in CTR is driven by the in-
tervention (i.e., receiving a notification that highlights
the HOV lane) and not by the difference in time saving
between H and L users. Specifically, H users in condi-
tion A have an additional lift in CTR of (0:005=0:019) �
26% relative to L users in condition A.

• All interactions terms in the last four columns are
positive and statistically significant with an economic
impact that ranges between 128% and 178%. This sug-
gests that highlighting the HOV lane for H and L users
(relative to a generic message) is more impactful than
explicitly highlighting the monetary incentive for N
users (also relative to a generic message).

• The results for OBR1 are in the same spirit (the on-
line appendix).

5.2. Regression Analysis
We next test the robustness of the ANOVA test results
by estimating several regression specifications. As in
Section 3.3, we consider two models for each of the
four dependent variables.

1. A linear probability ordinary least square model

Yk
i � βkTCk

i + γkXk
i + εki , (3)

where k corresponds to the user type (H, L, or N), i
represents the user, and Yk

i is one of our dependent
variables for user i from group k. The independent
variables are divided in two categories. (1) TCk

i stands
for treatment conditions and includes a categorical
variable for each condition (A, B, C, D), and (2) Xk

i rep-
resents the control variables. Specifically, we control
for the device type (Android versus iOS), the market
(CA, GA, MA, WA), the average distance in the last 30

Figure 8. (Color online) ANOVA Test for CTR
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days, the average leave time, the number of days since
joined, and the total number of sessions in the last 30
days. Finally, εki is a stochastic i.i.d Gaussian term, βk

is the estimated vector of treatment effects for group
k, and γk is the estimated vector of coefficients associ-
ated with the control variables.

2. A logit probability model

logit(Yk
i ) ~ f (TCk

i ,X
k
i ; β

k,γk), (4)

where the link function f (·) is logit.
To showcase the robustness of our results, we esti-

mate the specifications in Equations (3) and (4) under

various configurations. We first estimate a separate re-
gression for each user type (H, L, N). We then consider
the pooled sample while controlling for the user type
(we also consider pooling H and L users). We estimate
each model specification without controls, with partial
controls, and with all the controls. Finally, we also esti-
mate a model with impression time fixed effects (i.e.,
the day when the user saw the impression) to account
for the context in which the notification is observed by
the user, such as weekend versus weekday.

For conciseness, we only report the regression re-
sults for CTR and OBR1 using separate samples. The

Figure 9. (Color online) ANOVA Test for OBR1 and OBR2 (Normalized)

OBR1 OBR2

(a) (b)

Notes. (a) OBR1. (b) OBR2.

Table 5. Regression Estimates for CTR when Comparing the Differences

OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS
HA − HC vs. LA

– LC
HB – HC vs. LB

– LC
HA – HC vs. NB

– NA
HB – HC vs. NB

– NA
LA – LC vs. NB

– NA
LB – LC vs. NB

– NA

H 0.0002 0.0002 −0.0002 −0.0002
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

L −0.0004 −0.0004
(0.001) (0.001)

A 0.019*** −0.0001 −0.0001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

H × A 0.005** 0.024***
(0.002) (0.002)

B 0.018*** −0.0001 −0.0001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

H × B 0.007*** 0.025***
(0.002) (0.002)

L × A 0.019***
(0.001)

L × B 0.018***
(0.001)

Constant 0.013*** 0.013*** 0.014*** 0.014*** 0.014*** 0.014***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Observations 121,297 121,011 153,122 153,103 208,217 207,950
R2 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.003
Residual

standard error
0.151

(df � 121,293)
0.151

(df � 121,007)
0.127

(df � 153118)
0.127

(df � 153,099)
0.131

(df � 208,213)
0.131

(df � 207,946)
F statistic 185.191***

(df � 3; 121,293)
186.392***

(df � 3; 121,007)
171.222***

(df � 3; 153,118)
190.873***

(df � 3; 153,099)
231.254***

(df � 3; 208,213)
210.239***

(df � 3; 207,946)

Note. df, degrees of freedom.
**p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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results for H, L, and N users using the CTR metric are
reported in Figures 10–12, whereas the results for OBR1
are relegated to the online appendix. We estimated sev-
eral additional specifications (for CTR using all users
and using H and L users combined) and found consis-
tent results. Each regression table includes four columns
where we report the estimates for OLS and logistic
models with and without controls. In each case, the
baseline is set to users who received a generic message
(i.e., HC, LC, NB). We also use California users as our
baseline. Here are our main findings.

• Highlighting the monetary welcome bonus to N
users does not have a statistically significant impact rel-
ative to a generic carpool invitation. This result holds
across all four performance metrics. As mentioned, this
result bears limitations (e.g., mentioning the $10 bonus
in small text) but suggests that highlighting the wel-
come monetary bonus is not a critical driver to nudge
commuters to carpool (at least in the way it was framed
in our experiment).

• As before, mentioning the HOV lane in the encour-
agement has a significant effect in boosting the CTR
and OBR1 metrics (it also consistently holds for OBR2
and absolute OBR). It then suggests that the combina-
tion of identifying users who can greatly benefit from
carpooling and explicitly mentioning the benefit (in
our case, the option of using the HOV lane) is success-
ful at boosting carpool intent.

• HC and LC users are not significantly different
from NB users. The estimation results for this analysis
(using the CTR metric) can be found in Figure 13 and
provide evidence that the three types of users (H, L,
and N) are somewhat comparable in terms of reactivity
to carpool messages or incentives (hence, confirming
the results from Table 5). Ultimately, this means that
the nudge is effective, only when explicitly highlight-
ing the benefit of carpooling. In other words, sending a
generic message to high-intent users is not enough.

• The magnitude of the effect for A and B conditions
is very similar (for both H and L users). If we switch
the baseline to one of these two conditions, we retrieve
the finding that conditions A and B are not statistically
different from each other.

• Users in California are generally more responsive to
the carpool encouragement (in terms of CTR) relative to
the three other states. Similarly, users with a higher av-
erage driven distance in the last 30 days are more recep-
tive to the encouragement for both H and L users.

The findings are robust across both model specifica-
tions and to the inclusion of impression time fixed ef-
fects. We also obtain the same qualitative insights
when using different ways of pooling the data (e.g.,
pooling all users and combining H and L users).

We also find the same qualitative results for OBR1,
OBR2, and absolute OBR when using separate pools
of users (the regression tables are omitted because of

space limitations). We note that the results for abso-
lute OBR can provide a different perspective, as now,
the baseline of the regression can be set either to users
who received a generic message or to users in the con-
trol condition. In addition of retrieving all our previ-
ous insights (along with statistical significance), we
also find that relative to NC users (i.e., non-HOV
users who did not receive any treatment), HA, HB,
LA, and LB users have a higher CTR. This confirms
that not mentioning the HOV lane to high-intent users
and highlighting the welcome bonus to low-intent
(non-HOV) users are not effective interventions.

In conclusion, the insights discussed in Section 5.1
continue to hold even after controlling for various fac-
tors related to the user and to external attributes. The
fact that our results are robust across multiple depen-
dent variables and under a multitude of model specifi-
cations strengthens the validity of our findings.

We next perform one last robustness test. Instead of
controlling for the market, we control for the zip code
(home or work). Explicitly controlling for the zip code
can help control for some time-invariant unobserved
heterogeneity among users. For example, home zip
codes can somewhat capture the heterogeneity in in-
come levels, and work zip codes can account for the
type of profession. Overall, we have 3,510 unique
home zip codes and 3,029 unique work zip codes. The
results are presented in Table 6 using the pooled sam-
ple (the baseline group is set to NB). The first four col-
umns are the same models as before (i.e., controlling
for market fixed effects) while also controlling for the
standard deviation of the leave time. The last three
columns show the estimates for a fixed effects linear
model (FELM) when we control for the zip code. In
the fifth column, we control for the home zip code. In
the sixth column, we control for the work zip code,
and in the seventh column, we control for both zip co-
des. As we can see from Table 6, all our results still
hold when controlling for zip codes. Similarly, when
using the sample with only H and L users, we obtain
consistent results. Finally, most of the results are con-
sistent for OBR1, OBR2, and absolute OBR (omitted
for conciseness).

5.3. Heterogenous Treatment Effects
In this section, we estimate the models from Equations
(3) and (4) for the CTR metric while adding interaction
terms between the treatment conditions (A, B, C) and
one of the following variables: (a) distance, (b) average
leave time, (c) average time saving, (d) number of nav-
igations with an HOV lane in the last 30 days, (e) days
since joined, (f) number of sessions in the last 30 days
(i.e., frequency of usage), and (g) standard deviation
of leave time (to capture the schedule flexibility). We
consider both separate samples (i.e., H and L users
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separately) and the pooled sample (i.e., H and L users
together). We next summarize our findings.

First, we observe that the treatment effect is ampli-
fied for H users with a higher average time saving
(the estimated regression coefficients for the pooled
sample can be found in the online appendix). Interest-
ingly, this finding holds for H users but not for L
users. Indeed, all L users have a similar (low) time
saving (i.e., no substantial variation across users),
whereas the range of time saving for H users is wider.
Specifically, we find that an additional 20% in time
saving increases the CTR by 12.15% and 17.5% for HA
and HB users, respectively, relative to LC users.

Second, we find that the treatment effect is also am-
plified by the driven distance in last 30 days (the re-
gression table is omitted because of space limitations).
Specifically, we find that an additional 400 kilometers
in the last 30 days (which can be seen as 10 extra kilo-
meters in the one-way commute distance) for users in

conditions (HA, HB, LA, LB) increases the CTR by
26.8%, 14.5%, 14.5%, and 21.7%, respectively, relative
to LC users. If we use separate data samples, we find
that the effect is significant only for HA users.

Third, we did not find that the magnitude of the treat-
ment effect is moderated by any of the other variables
we considered (average leave time, number of days since
joined, standard deviation of the leave time, and number
of sessions). Regarding the standard deviation of the
leave time (which captures the flexibility of users in their
commute time), the fact that the effect is nonsignificant
is interesting. Two plausible explanations come to mind.
(i) The treatment effect is not moderated by the flexibility
in the leave time, but the OBR variable in general is cor-
related with this variable (see Table 1 in Section 3.3). (ii)
The statistical power of our experiment is not strong
enough to identify this heterogenous treatment effect
(i.e., the number of onboarded drivers in each condition
is not large enough to convey statistical significance).

Figure 10. Regression Estimates Using CTR for H Users
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Overall, the findings are not particularly surprising
and confirm our intuition that users who can benefit
the most from using an HOV lane or have a longer
commute distance are responding better to the HOV-
explicit encouragements tested in our experiment.

5.4. Actual Carpool Adoption
So far, we measured the impact of our field experi-
ment in terms of carpool intent (i.e., clicking on the
notification and onboarding to the carpool platform).
A more impactful metric would be to consider carpool
adoption. Before doing so, we next describe the car-
pool conversion process.

5.4.1. Carpool Conversion Process. After a user down-
loads the Waze Carpool app, she or he first needs to
complete the onboarding process (i.e., entering home
and work locations, preferred commute times, and sev-
eral other personal details). This step of the conversion

process is captured by our OBR variables. After a driver
onboards to the Waze Carpool platform, the next rele-
vant action is to send an offer to a rider. More precisely,
each driver can see a list of potential “matched” riders
(i.e., users with similar commuting patterns who are
interested in finding a ride). Each of these riders incurs
a different detour and may display a different price.
Then, the onboarded driver may decide to send an
offer to specific matched riders. An offer entails to pro-
pose a ride for a specific commute (time and origin-
destination pair) at a specific price (computed by the
platform). Sending an offer to a rider is a clear signal of
carpool intent and is captured by the total sent offer
(TSO) variables defined here. Finally, the last step in
the funnel is to complete a carpool ride (by actually tak-
ing a rider for the commute). This step is captured by
our total completed ride (TCR) variables (also defined
here). In some way, the action of onboarding can be
seen as the beginning of the carpool funnel, sending

Figure 11. Regression Estimates Using CTR for L Users
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an offer to a rider is the intermediate step, and complet-
ing a carpool ride is the ultimatemilestone.

5.4.2. Variables and Results. As discussed, our inter-
ventions had a substantial impact on the carpool in-
tent (captured by CTR and OBR). The next natural
question is whether our experiment could affect car-
pool adoption. Accordingly, we consider two types of
variables related to carpool adoption: TSO—number
of users who sent at least one offer during the next 30
or 180 days after being exposed to the field experi-
ment—and TCR—number of users who completed at
least one carpool ride (both 30 and 180 days after be-
ing exposed to the field experiment). When comput-
ing these metrics, we consider two options depending
on the sample of users: (1) focusing on users who
clicked on the notification from our field experiment
or (2) including all the users who received the notifica-
tion in our field experiment. There is a clear trade-off
between these two options. On the one hand, the

second option includes a much larger sample size
(168,471 for L users and 63,606 for H users) but may
suffer from interferences (e.g., other field experiments
and campaigns run after our intervention). As a result,
we increase the number of observations at the expense
of being less accurate and not carefully isolating the
effect of our intervention. Note that if users did not
click on the notification but later on tried the carpool
service, the effect is probably not driven by our field
experiment. On the other hand, the first option has a
smaller sample size (3,386 for L users and 1,483 for H
users) but allows us to better isolate the effect of our
intervention. In addition, it allows us to examine the
progression of users in the carpool conversion pro-
cess, which is an interesting analysis in itself. We
report the estimation tables only for the first option,
but the majority of the results also hold for the sec-
ond option.

The results using separate samples (i.e., H and L
users separately) for all four dependent variables

Figure 12. Regression Estimates Using CTR for N Users
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(TSO30, TSO180, TCR30, TCR180) when setting the
baseline as HC or LC can be found in the online appen-
dix. In all cases, we find that the impact of our interven-
tions was not statistically significant. Two potential rea-
sons can explain this finding. First, it is possible that the
magnitude of the effect is too small to be identified in
our sample. Second and much more likely, our inter-
vention is not powerful enough to trigger carpool adop-
tion (which requires some additional efforts from the
user).10 Although sending an app notification can sub-
stantially boost carpool intent (as we saw in this paper),
it is not enough of a nudge to prompt carpool adoption.
Thus, after users have successfully onboarded, it can be
valuable to send them additional notifications to re-
mind them about the benefits of carpooling. Note that
we did not find any statistically significant effect in
terms of heterogeneous treatment effects for the carpool
adoption variables.

The fact that our interventions could affect carpool
intent but not carpool adoption is an important in-
sight. Although this is not an ideal outcome, we be-
lieve that it is still important to report it. This finding
calls for future research on better understanding the
carpool conversion process. First, it shows the critical
distinction between intent and adoption. Second, it
can save time to future researchers who plan to run
field experiments in the context of carpooling. Finally,
this result suggests that in order to stimulate carpool
adoption, additional follow-up interventions are
needed. After all, our intervention was only a one-
time message, and thus, it makes sense that this was
not enough to fully convert commuters to carpoolers.
One alternative is to employ a sequential nudging ap-
proach (e.g., by sending periodic reminders at specific
times with an adaptive framing, depending on the
past reactions of users; this is left for future research).

Figure 13. Regression Estimates Using CTR for All Users Who Received a Generic Message (HC, LC, NB)
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6. Conclusions and Implications
The results presented in this paper bear interesting im-
plications on the design of carpooling platforms. First,
our results confirm that commute time saving is a
strong value proposition for carpooling (Giuliano et al.
1990). The ability to “bundle” stops along a route to
gather enough passengers and be eligible to use the
HOV lane may outweigh small detours to pick up
riders. Second, if monetary incentives do not have the
desired effect, targeting should focus on users who
have a high utility. We have shown that a simple notifi-
cation can be enough when targeted to the right set of

users and when using the right framing. Future re-
search will allow us to scale such efforts via personal-
ized machine learning models. It will allow us to identi-
fy several groups of users to target and for each group,
to deploy the best framing or motivating factor. Either
way, it is important to explicitly tell users why they are
targeted and why they can benefit from carpooling. In-
deed, we have shown that although drivers seem to
intuitively know how much time they might save by
taking the HOV lane, it is still valuable to emphasize
the link between the desired course of action and the el-
igibility to use the HOV lane. Third, our experiment has

Table 6. Regression Estimates for CTR Using the Pooled Sample (Including Zip Code Fixed Effects)

OLS OLS Logistic Logistic FELM FELM FELM
Base With controls Base With controls Home zip code Work zip code Both zip codes

HA 0.024*** 0.021*** 1.026*** 0.898*** 0.018*** 0.021*** 0.018***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.054) (0.059) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

HB 0.025*** 0.022*** 1.066*** 0.936*** 0.019*** 0.022*** 0.019***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.053) (0.059) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

HC −0.0001 −0.003** −0.008 −0.137* −0.006*** −0.003** −0.006***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.075) (0.079) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

LA 0.019*** 0.016*** 0.873*** 0.752*** 0.014*** 0.016*** 0.015***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.044) (0.05) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

LB 0.018*** 0.015*** 0.843*** 0.723*** 0.013*** 0.015*** 0.3013***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.044) (0.05) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

LC −0.0003 −0.003*** −0.023 −0.144** −0.004*** −0.003*** −0.004***
(0.001) (0.0001) (0.054) (0.059) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

NA 0.0001 0.0001 0.009 0.008 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.049) (0.049) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

log(avg_distance) 0.003*** 0.12*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003***
(0.001) (0.026) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

log(avg_leave_time) 0.005** 0.227** 0.006** 0.004* 0.005**
(0.002) (0.11) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

log(std_leave_time + 1) 0.00004 0.017 0.0002 −0.0001 0.0002
(0.001) (0.072) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

is(std_leave_time_NA) 0.005*** 0.266*** 0.005*** 0.005*** 0.005***
(0.001) (0.039) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

log(days_since_joined) −0.002*** −0.07*** −0.001*** −0.002*** −0.001***
(0.0003) (0.014) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)

log(sessions_30d) 0.001*** 0.059*** 0.001*** 0.001** 0.001**
(0.0005) (0.022) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005)

GA −0.006*** −0.275***
(0.001) (0.037)

MA −0.003*** −0.15***
(0.001) (0.045)

WA −0.008*** −0.348***
(0.001) (0.056)

Constant 0.014*** 0.006 −4.271*** −4.652***
(0.001) (0.006) (0.035) (0.277)

Observations 301,303 301,303 301,303 301,303 301,303 301,303 301,303
R2 0.005 0.006 0.017 0.017 0.027
Log likelihood −30,796.900 −30,594.600
Residual

standard error
0.145

(df � 301,295)
0.145

(df � 301,285)
0.145

(df � 298,439)
0.145

(df � 298,708)
0.145

(df � 296,218)
F statistic 200.312***

(df � 7; 301,295)
107.640***

(df � 17; 301,285)

Notes. OLS corresponds to Equation (3), logistic corresponds to Equation (4), and FELM corresponds to a fixed effects linear model when we
control for the zip code. df, degrees of freedom.

*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
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been limited to showing success on carpool intent but
unfortunately, did not boost carpool adoption. Connect-
ing the call to action to the ability to offer a ride would
involve notifying drivers early enough for them to ad-
just their departure time. A smart notification system
that sends such notifications in advance based on driv-
ers’ learned routines would allow the platform to match
drivers precisely when needed.

We conclude this section by highlighting some of the
ramifications our results have on policy. Our study ulti-
mately suggests that users are receptive to saving com-
mute time. Stating the obvious, for HOV lanes to be ef-
fective, it is important that they actually lead to
meaningful time savings. Time saving should be taken
into account when deciding where to locate an HOV
lane and when setting its restrictions (e.g., two versus
three occupants). When HOV lanes save time, we can
generate intent through simple messaging; however, the
ability to offer rides ahead of time may be necessary to
generate actual adoption. This would involve informing
users of potential time savings early or close to their
home before carpooling is no longer an option. More im-
portantly, adoption will exist when car owners do not
just offer a ride but when some drivers are also willing
to leave their car at home—and for this to happen, they
need to be highly likely to find a driver. To solve this
“chicken-and-egg” problem and bootstrap the market-
place, government agencies could lock in supply by
making drivers eligible to use the HOV lane just for
committing to pick up riders, even if none materialize.
Finally, we inferred that both the type of user and the
framing of the intervention play important roles in con-
verting commuters to carpool. Government agencies or
large corporations could use the results presented in this
paper to incentivize their workers to carpool together by
highlighting the potential time saving via HOV lanes.

In this paper, we mainly focused on time saving
from using the HOV lane, but many other interven-
tions are also relevant. For example, firms can offer
carpoolers to cover specific “painful expenses” (e.g.,
tolls, car insurance, parking fees). A concrete example
is of a large company that can incentivize its workers
to carpool together by offering a parking spot to em-
ployees who carpool. Cities and government agencies
can also adopt the same approach by offering conve-
nient parking spots to carpoolers. Another type of in-
tervention is to highlight the environmental benefits
(Byerly et al. 2018), such as the CO2 reductions and
the impact of carpooling on congestion and pollution.
For example, companies can run a campaign on Earth
Day to sensitize users. A third alternative is to empha-
size the social aspects of a carpool ride by meeting
new interesting people (e.g., colleagues for carpooling
programs run by large companies).

Convincing even a small portion of the 116 million
U.S. solo commuters to carpool can have significant

environmental and societal impacts. In the same vein,
given that there are more than 110 million Waze driv-
ers, if we could convince 1% of them to carpool, this
will reduce the number of vehicles on the road by more
than 1 million. Thus, sharpening our understanding on
the key drivers that can nudge commuters to carpooling
is vital. This paper provides a first step toward address-
ing this question. Our focus in this work was on con-
verting commuters to carpool drivers (i.e., taking a
stranger in their car). As discussed, an equally impor-
tant research question, which is left for future research,
is to investigate what determinants and motivating fac-
tors can convince commuters to leave their car at home
and become carpool riders.
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Endnotes
1 See http://inrix.com/press-releases/scorecard-2018-us/.
2 See https://www.waze.com/carpool.
3 See https://www.timescall.com/2018/10/11/google-owned-waze-
aims-to-end-traffic-with-new-carpooling-app/.
4 A navigation occurs when the user completes a drive from an ori-
gin to a destination searched via the Waze app.
5 See https://www.waze.com/livemap.
6 We normalize all our figures related to onboarding rates (because
of a nondisclosure agreement). A conversion factor has been ap-
plied so that the highest number is assigned the value of 1.0, and all
other values are adjusted by the same normalizing factor—main-
taining the same relationship between different points.
7 In the regression tables for the onboarding rate, we have scaled all
the estimated parameters (along with their standard errors) by a
positive constant to avoid revealing business sensitive information.
We use a different constant for OLS and logistic models.
8 We used the cutoffs 27 and 73 as those numbers lead to a clear
separation of the average time-saving value.
9 Note that all users (regardless of our experiment) receive the same
$10 monetary incentive as a welcome bonus. The only manipulation
we use is to highlight the incentive in the encouragement versus
not mentioning it.
10 We performed a statistical power analysis to tease out between
these two reasons. Overall, this analysis shows that if the base
rate is above 5% and the minimum relative detectable effect is
higher than 50%, our experiment would detect the effect. How-
ever, if the base rate is below 3%, then it is definitely possible that
our experiment does not have enough statistical power to detect
the effect.
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